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E.M.T. metal conduit is eonductive and provides the grounding pathr.vay for the w'iring sls1fl-

Since the E.M.T. conduit provides the grounding pathway, there is no need to draw in or p-rl

ground w'ires (green or green lvith yellorv stripes) in the E.M.T. conduit. However, all mr:n

boxes, couplins, ends and all fittings must be properly tightened so that the grounding pathriq

will be continuom and effective.

SOME ADVANTAGES OF TJSING E.J}I.T. CONDTJIT RATI{ER THA\ P.\.["
CONDI,IT

Some advantages of using E.M.T. coriduit are as tbllorvs:

I. it provides an earth continuity path throughout the wiring system.

2. It lolvers the risk of fire to the installation if E.M.T conduit is used to u'ire the errm

building.

3" It gives mechanical protection to the cables that are pulled through it'

4. lt is durable. tast long and requires little maintenance.

SOME DISADVANTAGES OF TISNG E.M.T. COI{DUIT

Some disadvantages of using E.M.T. conduit are as follows:

1. The cost for E.M.T. conduit is higher rvhen compared to P.V.C. conduit or trurLliing.

Z" It is more diffrcult to cut, bend and install compared to P.V.C. conduit or trunkine.

3. Corrosion and rotting is likely to occur over a long period of time.

Figures 8.3 - Cutting Off 90" Bend from a Length of E.M.T. Conduit

NOTE: When pulting rvires in E.M.T. conduit alu'ays take into consideration that 4ff:
allorved space factor.
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Step 3.
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Figures 8.8'

ShowingtheProperWaytoUseanE,M.T.BendertoMakeag0'Bend

praceonetbotontheE.M.T..benderandthenextfootontheE.M.'r.conduitardpuL 
-:-r''ll,nlrrr

of the E.M.T. bentier tou'ards the bod-v. Pull the handle firmly to plevent the E'\1 - -":Ij0n|llll

tiom kinking.

:ry .. .i i.'-'? .L ;--.' lq i'"' ,:,

Figure 8.9 'The 90' Bend is Completed Using the E'M'T' Ben*-
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3. Remove the E.M,T conduit from the
E.M.T. bender and tum the E.M.T. conduit
downwards on the opposite side wherethe bend is made; place the E.M,T.
conduit in the bender at the point where
the bend was initialty made in an ufrightposition; pult the E.M.T. 

"*Ouitdownwards until it is level with the bender.
then remove the conduit from the bender.

Figure 8.13 - Second Bend to Complete an Offset

Figure 9.14 - Using E.M.T conduit with offset Made

lnstalling 2 x 4 metal box us -,: 3rl
offset made with E.M.T. condui: I ru
E.M.T. bender; obserye the spi-: ee
is used to ensure it is installe: +.,sr
and straight.

Connecting E.M.T. ends tc j ,

4 boxes; the E.M.T. condul o,xt

then be mnnected to the e.:-.

Figures 8.1S - Connecting E.M.T Ends to 4 x 4 Boxes

&.&!:
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BRICK 1VALL

The quantitv of material is NOT listed since the quantity varies depending on the size of the
building and the number of apparatuses sueh as larnp receptacles, receptacle outlets, switches.
etc. to be connected or installed in the building. The list of material to coniplete the rviring of the
building using E.M.T. conduit are as follows:

3 x 25mm2P.V.C. armoured cahle

32s waterproof glands

100 amps or 200 amps meter trase

I00 amps double pole trreaker

Ground electrode

Ground clamp

I x l6nrm2single core P.Y.C. cable (green)

12 circuit combination panel

l5 amps single pole breakers

20 amps single pole breakers

30 amps double pole breakers

Tube silicone

4x4rrietal hoxes

4 x 11/15 metal boxes

4 x 4 ring raise covers

4 x 4 single device covers

4 xllll6 ring raise coyers

4 x 1 1/i6 single device covers

2x4nretalhcxes

Octagonal metal bores

Y:" E.M.T. conduit

%" E,M.T. conduit

1" E.M.T. conduit

l/." E.M.T. ends
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LIST OF NfA'IERIALS $ISTINIATE) FOR WIRING BIIILDINGS tlSIi.r-G E.N,r."r.
CON_DT]IT \ryIRING SYSTEN{ \YHERE THE E.\f.'T. CONDT]IT IS INSTALLED IN THE



TOOLS REOTIIRED TO CONIPLETE THE WIRING OF A BLTILDING USTNG E.Tf.T.

CONDIIM TO BE II\STALLED II'{ A BRICK WALL

The basic tools reqrrired to wire a building using E.M-T conduit to be installed in the brick *;--
are as follorvs:

Pliers

Flat head screwdrivers

Phillips head screwdrivers

Square tip screlvdrivers

Nippers

Standard hacksaw

Penknife

Pipe wrenches

Wire stripper

Hammer (ball pein)

Cold chisel

Angle grinder (to cut wall)

%" E.M.T. bender or hickey

3,/o' E.M.T. bender or hickey

1" E.M.T. bender or hickey

Reamer

Allan ke1' set

Fish rvire

Spirit level
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